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I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis is based on the assumption that the new

computer technologies will change the design and use of

information systems in organizations.

Definition 1.1 Information System

An information system is a

mathematical representation of the
interaction of the components of
an enterprise, i.e., inventory
control, production, scheduling,
shipping, accounting, etc. (26]

The increasing capabilities yet decreasing size and cost of

computing processors end storage devices are relaxing

previous constraints associated with information systems.

Such constraints were the result of large physical size and

high collar costs. In the early applications of conputers

to information systems, a computer based information system

could only be cost effective if a large number of users

could share its cost. This philosophy of a central site

computer system, shared among a number of the corporate

divisions and functions, was carried into the corporate

structure in the form of a data processing department with a

centralized, management information system.



Definition 1.2 Management Information System

"A Management Information System (MIS) is a

group of people, a set of manuals, computer
programs, and data processing equipment to
select, store, process, and retrieve data to
reduce the uncertainty in decision making by
yielding information for managers at the time
they can most efficiently use it. "[6]

This type of centralized system developed a trend of

providing the manager with irrelevant information. (21J The

irrelevant information was being provided in the form of

routine management reports and computer prinfout listings

as a result of a structured, previously defined procedure.

In the early part of this decade, researchers were

proposing that computer based information systems should do

more than routine data processing and report generation. [2]

Throughout the decade, some computer based information

systems were designed to actually support the manager in the

decision making process. Some of the systems have been

studied and the recent results indicate that computer based

decision support systems are achieving only limited

success. [<,!"/]

Definition 1.2 Decision Support System

"A Decision Support System (DSS)
implies the use of computers to: assist
managers in their decision making
processes in semis tructured tasks;
support, rather than replace,
managerial judgement; and improve the
effectiveness of decision making rather
than its e ff iciercy .

* [ 5

]



There were also many technical developments in the

computer industry during this decade. These developments

related tc both the computer hardware and software. The

hardware developments included miniaturization of the

processing elements and increased capacity of the storage

devices. The software developments included systems to

interconnect a large number of the processing elements and

systems to manage large amounts of data.

The available literature and my own research indicate

that new technologies of the computing discipline may

provide the necessary freedom to design a true decision

support system. The problem and/or challenge currently

before us is how to apply the evolving computing

technologies to the design of an information system to

support decision making.

The remainder of this chapter presents the thesis

organization. The thesis is organized around the following

components: a literature search to determine previous work

and to document the problem areas; a model that was

developed to benefit the problem areas; and a test of the

model's reasonab il ity

.

A documented literature search of a decade of

developments is presented in chapter 2. Several problem

areas are listed as a result of the documented

developments. The second chapter concludes with suggested

solution areas.
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The third chapter expands upon the problem areas and

solutions of the computing discipline. The -solution

concepts ere then applied to the information systems

discipline. A model of a decision support system concludes

the third chapter by realizing a paper prototype that

demonstrates the interaction of the model's components.

The fourth chapter provides a test of the model's

reasonabil ity through a series of information exchanges with

Farmland Industries of Kansas City, Missouri. The model's

components are evaluated in terms of their applicability to

the organizational environment of Farmland Industries.

The final chapter provides a summary of the research

work, model development, and reasonabil ity test. The

chapter concludes with suggestions for further research work

and other MBA thesis topics.

As the lack of literature indicates, there is much work

that can be done in this discipline to conceptualise,

design, and implement an information system to support the

decision making process, [i]



II. A DECADE OF DEVELOPMENTS

This charter contains a summary of developments

surrounding the information systems discipline for the past

decade. The conclusion reached in this chapter is that some

concepts associated with the computing discipline would

prove beneficial in their application to the information

systems discipline.

In 1971, two researchers at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Gorry and Morton/ recognized the mterdependency

between developments in two areas. [2] The two areas were

conceptual developments to describe the decision making

process and technical developments of the computing

industry. The authors stated this interde pendency would be

beneficial to the design of systems to support the decision

making process.

Gorry and Morton's work made contributions in the

conceptual area by applying the techniques of the decision

making process to the managerial activities of the business

enterprise. The two authors began by explaining Robert

Anthony's taxonomy for managerial activity. The activity

was divided into three categories and is presented in the

following definition.



Definition 2.1 Managerial Activity

Strategic Planning -" "the process of deciding on
objectives of the organization, on changes in
these objectives, and on the policies that are to
govern the acquisition, use, and disposition of
these resources;

"

[24]

Management Control "" "the process by which
managers assure that resources are obtained and
used effectively and efficiently in the
accomplishment of the organization's objective
(most often concerned with people );"[ 24]

Operational Control -- "the process of assuring
that specific tasks are carried out effectively
and efficiently (most often concerned with the
manufacturing tasks). "[24]

The authors also expanded upon H.A. Simon's work in the area

of management decision making. One of Simon's main themes

was that human beings solve problems using both structured

decision making techniques and unstructured decision making

techniques. A definition of each decision making technique

is presented.

Definition 2.2 Structured Decision Making

"Decisions are structured to the extent
that they are repetitive and routine, to
the extent that a definitie procedure has
been worked cut for handling them so that
they don't have to be treated as new each
time they occur." [S]



Definition 2.2 Unstructured Decision Making

"Decisions are unstructured to the extent
that they are novel end consequential.
There is no cufand-dried method of handling
the problem because it hasn't arisen before,
or because its precise nature and structure
are elusive or complex, or because it is so
important that it deserves a custom-tailored
treatment. " [9]

The result of Gorry and Morton's work was a matrix that

combined Anthony's managerial activity taxonomy on one axis

and Simon's structured and unstructured approach to decision

making on the other axis. This provided a framework into

which all decision making could be located and a framework

around which an information system tc support decision

making could be designed. Figure 1 presents this matrix

with specific examples of managerial problems inserted at

different coordinates of the matrix. The researchers

conclude with the observation that "almost all systems

described in MIS literature only support structured decision

making... the need exists to concentrate on unstructured

decision support systems. "[2]

Another researcher, Gerrity of Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, indicated that very few computer based

information systems were increasing the effectiveness of

management decision making. [1] He went on tc indicate that

the primary reasons were methodological rather than

technical. Some of those design methodologies were based

upon a machine-centered, a d at a" centered , or a

process-centered approach.
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Definition 2.4 Machine-centered Methodology

"This is characterized by utmost concern
with hardware system efficiency, throughput,
and capacity utilization, and by a certain
air of isolation (if not insulation) from
user problems ." [1]

Definition 2.5 Data-centered Methodology

"The philosophy of this approach is that
if one starts by collecting all the
operational control data in an
organization and builds applications
upward from that base, then one will
eventually arrive at the integrated
system which will serve the decision
needs of management. " [1

]

Definition 2.6 Process-centered Methodology

"This approach is characterized by a
factoring of an existing clerical process
into small modules, which are then
programmed. No real thought is given to
overall system redesign. Although it may
introduce some processing efficiency, the
approach ignores the full potential offered
by recent changes in information technology.
It simply transfers a manual information
system to a machine. "[1]

He states that if we want to design systems to support and

improve the decision making process, the system should use a

decision-centered design methodology.

Definition 2.7 Decision-centered Methodology

"The philosophy of this approach is that
information is valuable only to the extent
that it affects decision. For this reason,
the decision makers plus their decision
process are explicity considered as part of
the total system being des igned . "

[ 1

]
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Gerrity concluded by outlining some of the elements required

for a DSS based upon a decis ion- cent erd methodology. Those

elements include:

1) memory to store data structures
relevant to the task; 2) operators to
apply primitive functions to stored data
structures; and 2) a set of rules to
combine the operators into problem-
solving procedures.

Several other research articles are available from this

time period on information systems to support decision

making .[ 18, 1 9, 21 , 22, 23] They generally indicate the goal of

an information system was to free the manager of routine

processing and prevent information overload. This would

allow the manager to be creative and innovative.

Armed with this new set of ideas, researchers,

consultants, users, and manufactures spent the early part of

the 7 0' s designing systems to aid the manager in the

decision making process.

Ey the middle of this decade, Alter had examined and

classified 56 computer based information systems. [3] There

was little organized knowledge available about Decision

Support Systems at this time so Alter' s work made a

significant contribution. The systems were classified into

those that were data oriented or those that were model

oriented. The data oriented systems ranged from a retrieval

system to an analysis type of system. The retrieval system

was generally no more than a mechanized manual filing

system. An analysis type of system was in the form of a
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structured system which usually performed some data

reduction and predetermined computation. An example of an

analysis type of system is one that projected a budget based

upon line items from an income statement. The model

oriented systems included linear programming models, the

simulation models, and the optimization models.

There were several interesting results reported by

Alter pertaining to the designers and users of the 56

systems. Alter' s results indicate:

1) most of the systems were conceived by
entrepreneurs, not the users; 2) the
entrepreneur designers concentrated on
technical characteristics; most of the
innovative systems were not implemented
because the user did not request them;
and 3) most user initiated systems did
little more than mechanize existing
practices. [17]

These results support Gerrity's earlier recommendations that

the information system user needs to be more involved in

designing and operating an information system to support the

user's decision making process.

A number of other researchers have indicated that

management information systems as a discipline and that

actual systems implemented by its disciples, still have a

long way to go. "We do not yet have a mature academic MIS

field of study which would stand as a 'discipline' in its

own right... There are, for example, no academic journals

of any stature that specifically concentrate on MIS.... "{5]

A "majority of existing computer based systems fall into

structured transaction processing (accounts payable and
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payroll packages). It is easy to understand and automate

information flows for these types cf transaction systems and

designers can demonstrate cost savings from these

systems. *[<] Eonini stated, "...there has been general

success both for computers used in routine data processing

and for Operations Research/Management Science (OR/MS)"

types of "programmed decisions," but "the extension of these

methodologies (OR/MS) to the less structured strategic

management decision areas has generally met with resistance,

frustration, or at best, marginal success." [15]

Another researcher questioned the ingredients of

success. "Our formal information systems which are supposed

to meet this need (i.e., timely and accurate information)

are ineffective. They don't always help, sometimes they

actually impede the decision making process. Information

system failures are too numerous] Why do these systems fail?

What are the ingredients of success? These are bothersome

questions because the information problem looms more

critical than ever. "[16] These results show there are

conceptual problems in designing systems to support managers

in the decision making process.

There were also many technical developments during this

time in the computer industry. Those developments included:



1) minietur izat jon of the processing
elements; 2) increased density of
semiconductor components which increases
the capacity of storage devices; and 3)

recognition that software tools and
languages could improve system design
and programming productivity by being
mere user-oriented and natural.

Advances in these three areas - processing devices, storage

devices, and languages - led to advancements in new areas.

A mechanism was needed to interconnect the processing

devices at geographically distinct locations so they could

increase productivity reliability by sharing the processing

load. This mechanism evolved into communication software.

Another mechanism was needed to manage the large

amounts of data that users were beginning to have the

capability to store. A users collection of data was

considered their data bank or data base. The mechanism to

manage this data evolved into data base management systems.

These technological advances will give users the

capability to distribute processing elements throughout the

corporation to collect and store data, local to the area in

which it was produced. The user community is now asking for

ways in which the technical advancements can be incorporated

into systems to support the manager in the decision making

process

.

A more detailed description of advancements made in

computer technology was presented by Withington . [14] He

classified the time from 1966 to 1S74 as the era of

communicators. The corporation centralized the ED P function
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but collected data and supported batch processing through

remote terminals. The next time period, the one in which we

are currently existing, 1&74 to 19&2, Withingtcn classified

as information custodians. The results of this era will

find corporate data files integrated and satellite networks

of minicomputers to support full transactional processing.

The era after 19 S 2 has been classified as the era of action

aids. Kithington predicts greater involvement by people of

all levels of the organization and computer networks of

different organizations interconnected to share data or

sophisticated processing hardware.

A summary of the preceeding developments would be

beneficial before presenting the current problem areas. In

the early part of the decade, researchers were proposing

that systems should be designed to support the manager in

the decision making process. By 1S75, 56 systems had been

built and studied. The results indicated most were used for

little more than routine report generation. [10] Technical

developments in the computing industry included

miniaturization of processing elements and increased

capacity of storage devices. These new forms of information

technology are referred to as small-scale computing.

"Constraints of past information technology have

significantly influenced the fundamental nature of the

organization," [11] the information flows within an

organization, and the type of information system to support

the decision making process. Small scale computing has
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relaxed these constraints. "The nev forms of information

technology will allow different organizational

structures ." [1 1] This new flexibility of designing

organizations" [11] and the information systems to support

the decision making in the new organizations, "is the

challenge that small-scale computing technology has laid

before us. "[11] "'The move toward- MIS is 10 years old at

least, and I think most of the companies have been

disappointed with the results of the first round', observes

Herbert A. Simon, a Nobel Prize winning professor of

computer science and psychology at Carnegie-Mellon

University. " [13]

The problem areas pertaining to decision support

systems are presented in Table 1. These problem areas are

based upon the past decade of developments. After Table 1,

the problem areas are discussed and some solutions are

proposed

.

1 ) Peru irement and Pes jcn Mjsma tch

"The main problem appears to be a mismatch between the

requirements of decision makers or decision making and the

DSS design or per fcrmance .

" [1 0] This problem area

demonstrates the need for greater user involvement in the

design, evaluation, and operation phases of the DSS. This

type of user oriented approach had been suggested by Lucas

in 1978. [4] The user should lead the design, specify the

input and output formats that are meaningful to him, and
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1) Mismatch between requirements of decision makers and DSS
design and performance.

2) Existing DSSs do not help decision makers conceptualize
the pieces necessary to make unstructured or
semis tructured decisions.

3) Existing DSSs cannot vary with styles and skills of
decision makers in the organization.

4) Impact of small scale computing technology on the
managerial task is a complex issue.

f> ) DSS design should be evolutionary and the system should
flexible so that it can be easily and quickly be changed
and extended.

6) How to understand the interaction of the decision
process, the task, the user, and the organizational
setting

.

7) How to conceptualize and design a DSS independent of the
technology on which it is to be physically implemented.

&) No formal theory of decision support as yet.

&) Information System field suffers from a lack of
cummulative research in which an effort is made to
derive new ideas from old experience.

Table 1. Decision Support System Problem Areas
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evaluate the system based upon complexity, reliability,

usefulness, and user appeal rather than technical elegance.

2 ) Conceptua li2e Unstructured Dec

i

s ions

"Existing DSSs do not provide the representations which

decision makers need for semistructured or unstructured

decisions ." [1 0] The DSS should help the decision maker

conceptualize the pieces of the problem as opposed to

requiring him to describe the decision making process a

priori so that an algorithm can be structured, designed, or

implemented .

3

)

Varvino Styles of Decis ion Makers

"Existing DSSs require specification of the decision

making process in advance and do not support a variety of

styles, skills, and knowledge; thus they do not help

decision makers exercise the personal control to which they

are accustomed when making semistructured or unstructured

decis ions. " [10] This problem area indicates the need for a

DSS to be flexible and evolve with the decision making style

of the organization's personnel and the dynamics of the

environment from which the organization receives

opportunities and encounters constraints.

4

)

Impact cf Small S cale Computing

"The impacts of this technology on the nature of the

managerial task is very complex and indirect ." [11 ] A DSS
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should help the decision maker break up the complex

managerial task into simple pieces. An information system

should provide enough information for the manger to

correctly order the pieces to solve the problem.

5 ) F lexibl e System Pes j gn

"The evolutionary nature of DSS has led to a design

strategy that emphas izes . . .a flexible system that can easily

and quickly be changed and extended ." [12] Not only should a

decision maker be able to solve problems in pieces but the

DSS designer should also be able to connect a system

composed of modular pieces to support the decision maker in

a dynamic environment.

6 ) I nteraction of. Decis ion Components

"Support involves a very detailed understanding of the

decision process., the task, the user, and the organizational

setting in which the system is to be embedded ." [12] The DSS

needs the capability to represent parallel information flows

between the task, the users, and not only the organizational

environment but also the outside world.

7 ) Phvs j ca lly Independent System Pes io n

"One major problem in defining support systems is that

this area has been principally characterized by computer

technology. It may be more meaningful to emphasize decision

support and then evade the issue by stating a DSS should be
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based on available and suitable technology ."[ 12] However

the basic objective of applying computer technology to

support decision making remains the same. The technological

advancements of the computer industry now afford DSS

designers and users the freedom to conceptualize and design

support systems independent of actual physical

implementation techniques.

fc ) Forma l Decis ion Support Theor y

"There is no formal theory of Decision Support as

yet." [12]

9 ) Cummula tive Research

"In general, the Information System field suffers from

a lack of cumulative research in an effort to derive new

ideas fr-~:n old exper iences . " [12]

There are several solutions to the above problems. A

specific solution for each problem area wall be presented in

a later part of this work, however, two general solutions

are proposed. Because of the lack of theory and research in

the information system discipline, I propose that the

recognition of similiar problem areas in other disciplines

can be made. The information system discipline can then

benefit by transferring the concepts associated with

solutions to the problem area of other disciplines. I also

propose that a new language is needed that contains a

vocabulary of concepts associated with these potential
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solutions. The language should be brief and the semantics

of the concepts should be simple and precise. The

vocabulary should easily encourage the use of the language

tc conceptualize and design information systems to support

decision making.

The problem areas encountered in the computing

discipline and those encountered in the information system

discipline are similar. The computing discipline crisis

related to a lack cf knowledge on how to conceptualize,

design, and implement a complex software system that was to

manage scarce computing resources. The information system

discipline today has a crisis that relates to a lack of

knowledge on how to conceptualize, design, and implement a

complex information system to support a decision maker in

managing scarce corporate resources. The computing

discipline invented solutions to their crisis by searching

for abstract concepts to simplify the understanding of a

software system that was to manage scarce computing

resources. The most important innovation was to visualize

the complex computing system as a system composed of

parallel computing resources operating in a time-independent

manner. Once this problem was understood and the concepts

invented, they were incorporated into a new language. The

new language allowed software systems to be developed that

were simple, understandable, and reliable. The resulting

systems could be conceptualized, designed, implemented, and

documented in a number of man-months as opposed to the 200



to 50C0 man-year efforts of the software systems that

created the crisis. "As a result, the systems became more

reliable than the hardware they ran on." [20]

I feel the information system discipline could benefit

by transferring the concepts associated with the successful

solutions derived in the computing discipline. These

transferred computing concepts are presented in Table 2.

The problem areas follow a parallel course. Ey transferring

the concepts from one discipline to the other, the solutions

should follow a Darallel course.
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Abstraction -- the use of names as abbreviations for more
detailed explanations. [7]

User Defined Data Types -- a class of abstract objects which
is completely characterized by the operations available on
those objects. [27]

Hierarchical Decomposition -- a process by which an abstract
component of a system is decomposed into sub-components.
This process continues until all components are at their
lowest 1 eve 1 . [ 2 9

]

Virtual Machine -- a mechanism by which users can
concentrate on logical components and the flow of
information between these components to solve the problem
and be relieved of the technical details associated with the
physical implementation devices. [30]

Concurrency -- e concept by which efficiency can be
increased because the execution of multiple components can
overlap in time. [29]

Data/Information Flow — a concept that implies information
is shared among a number of components of the system. A
unit of information flows from cne component tc the next/
with each component manipulating the data values. [28]

Access Pules -- a set of procedures that guarantees the
integrity of information shared among a number of
components . [29]

Pipelining -- a structuring mechanism by which system
components are ordered to ensure logically correct
information flows. [28]

Table 2. Concepts Used As Solutions
in the Computing Discipline
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III. A NEW APPROACH TO DESIGN INFORMATION SYSTEMS

This chapter is organized in the following manner. The

solution concepts of the computing discipline are presented

and explained in detail. The concepts are then applied as

solutions to the problem areas of the information system's

discipline as presented in the previous chapter. A paper

prototype, which provides an integrated view of the solution

concepts, concludes the chapter.

SOLUTION CONCEPTS

Abstraction

"Abs tract ions .. .are used in all intellectual

disciplines to present knowledge in forms that are easily

understood and remembered. " [7] However, several information

system design methodologies from current sources [6,8,25],

fail to mention the use of abstraction to conceptualize or

design an information system. Abstraction provides the

capability to assign an abbreviated variable name to

describe the concept rather than the details of the

concept. As an example, operating system is used as an

abbreviation of "a set of manual and automatic procedures

that enable a group of people to share a computer

installation e f f iciently .

" [ 7

]
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User Defined Data Types

This is the capability for a user to specify variable

names for specific types of resource components instead of

the physical device names or component details. As an

example, an information system is required to have one or

more data gathering components and one or more data display

components. The most understandable way to represent the

data gathering components, is to first describe an abstract

type of data gathering component and the variables that

compose this type.

Type datagathers = (terminalkeyboard,
ele ctronicsurve ill a nee ,

punchtimemachine,
mar ketingda tabase )

.

A similiar representation can be used to describe an

abstract type of data display component.

Type datadisplay (term inalscreen ,

1 inepr inter

,

s toragedatabase )

.

This concept encourages the use of abstract variable names

to represent any one of the specific data gathering or data

display devices.

Hierarchical De compos i tion

This is a concept that provides the capability to

decompose a system component into sub-components. As an

example, the terminalkeyboard component, of the datagathers

type presented previously, can be decomposed into 3

sub- components . Each sub-component provides another level

of detail to describe the component's function. The 3
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sub-components follow:

1) Wait for next keyboard message;
2) Interpret commands from keyboard message; and
2) Send commmands to destiniation resource.

This type of functional decomposition encourages conceptual

understanding and consequently improved design and

modification of system components.

Virtual Ma chine

This concept allows a system to be conceptualized and

designed independent of the actual physical implementation.

At this abstract level, it will be sufficient to describe a

computing system as an input resource, a processing

resource, and an output resource. The components of a

virtual computing system are presented in Figure 2 without

the details associated with the physical implementation

d e v i ce s .

Concurrency

An important concept of the computing discipline is to

visualize the complex computing system as a system composed

of parallel computing resources operating in a

time-independent manner. Associated with each resource

component of Figure 2 is a series of steps that are executed

in a cyclical manner. This provides for continuous

execution of functions unique to each resource component.

The terminalkeyboard component was decomposed into 2

s ub- components in the section that presented an explanation
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Figure 2

Computing System Components
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of hierarchical decomposition. For this example, the

terminal keyboard will be used to represent the input

resource. The cyclic nature of the input resource can be

implied by returning to the 1st sub-component state after

receiving an acknowledgment from the message destination.

This would allow the input resource to wait for another

keyboard message. This cyclic nature can be described by

adding a 4th sub-component state and the CYCLE,END control

statements .

CYCLE
1.1) Wait for next keyboard message;
1.2) Interpret commands from keyboard message;
1.3) Send commands to destination resource;
1.4) Wait for destination acknowledgment;

END.

This type of sequential, yet cyclical processing can be

carried into each component. The speed with which a

component operates is proportional to the number of

sequential steps in each component. This presents the

time" independent manner of the parallel computing

resources. A more detailed description of each component is

presented in the explanation of the next solution concept.

Data/Informa t ion Flow

This concept is used to represent the flow of data

between. the computing resource components. Figure 3

presents the data flow from the input resource to the

processing resource. The double lined arrow with the

variable name DATA represents this data flow. DATA is

hereafter used to represent the commands of statements 1.2
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Figure 3

Input Resource Data Flow
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and 1.3. The processing component returns a control signal

to the input component to verify that it correctly received

data from the input component. A control signal is

represented by a single lined arrow with a variable name

ACKP.

The output resource component also has a sequential/

yet cyclical, series of steps to perform. The 4

sub- component states of the output resource are presented in

their cyclical format.

CYCLE
0.1 Wait for information from processing resource;
0.2 Send ACKO control signal;
0.3 Send information to 1 inepr inter;
0.4 Wait for lineprinter signal;

END.

For this example, a lineprinter device will be used to

represent the output resource. Figure 4 presents this data

flow.

The processing resource component also has a

sequential, yet cyclical, series of steps to perform. The 5

sub-component states of the processing resource are

presented in their cyclical format.

CYCLE
P.l) Wait for data from input resource;
P. 2) Send acknowledgement signal (ACKP);
P. 2) Transform data into information;
P. 4) Send information to output resource;
P. 5) Wait for acknowledgment signal (ACKO);

END.

The data transformation function of the processing component

is provided by the system designer. Each processing

component typically consists of a set of mathematical

functions that can operate on the data as it flows from an
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Figure 4

Output Resource Information Flow
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input component to an output component. The processing

resource also returns to the 1st sub-component state after

it receives ACKC. Figure 5 presents this data flow.

The data/information flow that is presented in Figures

3, 4, and 5 implies that data or information flow directly

from one computing resource component into another computing

resource component. However a problem could arise if that

specific data flow was to actually occur: Each resource

component operates in a cyclical, time-independent manner,

therefore both resource components could be accessing data

values at the same time. An example of data shared between

input resource and the processing resource demonstrates the

problem. For this example, the processing resource has been

changed to the following sub-component states:

CYCLE
P.l) Wait for data from input resource;
P. 2) Send ACKP control signal;
P. 3) Move data to a s toreagedatabase

;

P. 4) Add data to a previous value of data;
P. 5) Send information, i.e., previous value of data,

to output resource;
P. 6) Wait for ACKO control signal;

END.

If data had the value of 1 for statement P. 3. -!;« data value

for P. 4 should also be 1. However the input resource can

operate at a different speed than the processing resource.

Therefore the execution of statement 1.3 could occur between

the execution of statements P. 3 and P. 4. if statement 1.3

was to occur between statements P. 3 and P. 4 and the function

of statement 1.3 was to send the data value 2, rather than

1, to the destination resource, statement P. 4 would add 2
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Figure 5

Processing Resource Data/ Information Flow
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rather than 1 to the previous value of data. In this

situation, an erroneous result would occur. A solution to

prevent this type of problem was invented. The solution was

another abstract concept that represents a temporary storage

space for the data as it flows out of one computing resource

component into another computing resource component. Figure

6 combines the data flows of Figures 3,4, and 5 and

demonstrates use of the temporary storage spaces.

A cces s Rule s

A mechanism is needed to ensure that only one computing

resource at a time can access information in a temporary

storage space. This mechanism is a set of access rules for

each storage space. Access rules maintain the integrity of

information and prevent contamination of the data contents

in each storage space.

Definition 3.1 Integrity

"Integrity of data implies the safeguarding of the
data from malicious or erroneous tampering, faulty
equipment, etc. The emphasis is on preserving all
of the data and changes to the data so that the
data base can be reconstructed in case of partial
or total destruct ion ... typical approaches include,
journaling, checkpoints, and access controls." [31]

The temporary storage space located between the input

resource and the processing resource, TSSl, has access rules

that allow the input resource to SEND DATA and the

processing resource to RECEIVE DATA. This storage space

with its access rules are presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 6

Total Computing System

Data/ In format i on Flow
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Figure 7

Access Rules for Temporary

Storage Space 1
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Statements 1.3 and P.l must be changed to reflect the

temporary storage space. Statement 1.3 becomes;

1.3) SEND DATA to TSSl.

The RECEIVE access rule of TSSl delays the processing

resource until DATA is available, as indicated by the SEND

access rule of TSSl. TSSl will then permit the data flow to

the processing resource. Statement P.l is changed to

reflect this synchronization and data flow. Statement P.l

becomes

;

P.l) RECEIVE DATA from TSSl.

A temporary storage space, TSS2, controls the

synchronization and information flow between the processing

resource and the output resource. TSS2 is presented in

Figure S.

Statement P. 5 and 0.1 must also be changed to reflect

the tempoarary storage space. Statement P. 5 becomes;

P. 5) SEND INFORMATION, i.e., previous value of DATA,
tc TSS2.

Statement 0.1 becomes;

0.1) RECEIVE INFORMATION from TSS2.

These concepts are beneficial to conceptualize and

design a system that demonstrates simple and reliable

information flows. The concepts also ensure the integrity

of data as it flows among a number of computing resource

components. Figure 9 presents another view of the system

that depicts not only information flows but also access

rules of each temporary storage space.
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Figure 8

Access Rules for Temporary Storage Space 2
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Figure 9

Total Computing System Data/ Information

Flow Including Access Rules
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Pipe li nine

This concert represents a structuring mechanism by

which the computing resource components are organized. Ey

using this concept, a system designer can describe

information flows between computing resource components to

ensure a simple and reliable system design.

APPLICABIL ITY OF SOLUTION CONCEPTS TO PROBLEM AREAS

The purpose of this section is to present the problem

areas and their corresponding solution concepts. The

problems were presented in Table 1. The solution concepts

were presented in Table 2. Each problem area may have more

than one solution concept. Each solution concept may be

applicable to more than one problem area. Table 3 presents

the problem areas and their corresponding solution

concepts

.

1 ) Requirement a nd Pes jg n Mismatch

An applicable solution concept is the user defined data

types. Underlying this concept is management's commitment

to involve the user at all levels of the system; from

conceptualization and design to actual implementation and

usage. The abstract data tyres allow a user to

conceptualize and design a DSS using a language of names in

which the user is familiar. For example, a DSS should

support different people in different organizational
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Problem
Areas

1) Requirement and
Design Mismatch

2) Conceptualize
Unstructured
Decis ions

3) Varying Styles of
Decision Makers

4) Impact of Small
Scale Computing

5) Flexible System
Des ign

6) Interaction of
Decis ion
Components

7) Physically
Independent
System Design

8) Formal Decision
Support Theory

9) Cummulative
Research

Solution
Concepts

User Defined Data Types

Abstraction

,

Hierarchical Decomposition,
User Defined Data Types,
Pipel ining

Virtual Machine,
Pipel ining

Abstract icn

,

Hierarchical Decomposition,
Concurrency, Pipelining

User Defined Data Types,
Pipel ining

All Concepts

User Defined Data Types
Virtual Machine

No Specific
Solution Concepts

Total Thesis
Contents

Table 3. Problem Areas and Solution Concents
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components of the business enterprise. Therefore two

different data types may be described to represent, at a

user understandable level, the potential information flows

between different people in different organizational

components .

Type manager (Coleman,
Ruch,
Brown

,

Unger )

.

Type department = (marketing,
deanso f f ice

,

marketing

,

computerscience) .

2) C onceptualize Unstructured Decis ions

Current techniques of the information system discipline

do not provide the capability to represent semis tructured or

unstructured decision making. Underlying this problem area

is the fact that semistructured or unstructured decision

making requires an ad hoc or spur of the moment ordering of

the decision making components. Simon has organized

decision making, at the highest level, into 3

sub-components. They are:

1) search the environment; 2)

establish alternatives; and 3) choose an
alternative. [9]

Several solution concepts are applicable. Abstraction

encourages a high level problem description. Hierarchical

decomposition enables the solution components to be derived

and described. User defined data types provide an

understandable naming convention. Pipelining enables the
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components to be temporarily ordered in a correct solution

sequence

.

3 ) Varying Styles of Decis ion Makers

The varying skills and styles of the decision makers

throughout the organization require a flexible DSS. The

flexibility of a D£S is enhanced by the use of the virtual

machine and the pipelining solution concepts: A virtual

machine representation of an information system allows for

easier modification because specific physical details do not

need to be considered. Pipelining provides a structuring

mechanism that can alter the ordering of the system

components and consequently data flows. This allows a DSS

to evolve with the changing characteristics of the decision

makers in the organization.

4 ) Impact cJT Sma 11 Scale Computing

Several solution concepts help simplify the complex

impact of small scale computing by encouraging an

organization to view itself in terms of simple, interacting

components. The solution concepts are abstraction,

hierarchical decomposition, concurrency, and pipelining. A

statement by Simon on the complexity of the problem solving

process is applicable. "The complexity of the problem

solving process that makes its outcome so impressive is a

complexity assembled out of relatively simple interactions

among a large number of extremely simple basic e lements .
" [ S

]



All of the above concepts encourage this approach to reduce

complexity into simpler parts and interactions.

5 ) Flexjbl e System Pes icn

The modularity associated with user defined data types

and the consequential pipelining mechanism to structure the

abstract data types, ensure an evolutionary and flexible

system design. The ability to define data types that

represent new or changing functions of the business

enterprise, ensure an evolutionary DSE. The simplicity with

which the data types can be ordered to represent a data

flow, ensure the flexibility of a DSS.

6 ) Interaction of. Decjs ion Components

The solution concepts most applicable to this problem

area encourage a DSS to be visualized as a system of people

(organizational structure) doing things (business processes)

to resources to transform them into products or services.

Each of these abstract types - people, things, resources,

and products or services - operate in a parallel

time-independent manner. The role of a DSS is to provide

information to support the decision maker to organize the

processes to transform the resources into products or

services in a productive and economical manner. All of the

solution concepts provide the ability to express data flows

in terms of the organizational structures and the business

processes

.
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7 ) Phys icsllv Independent System Design

A logical view of a DSE and its corresponding data

flows can be created with user defined data types and a

virtual machine. This approach allows the logical,

functional view of the system to remain static if the

physical implementation devices are changed.

6 ) Forma l Decision S upport Theory

This thesis does not provide any specific solution

concepts that would provide a formal theory of decision

support. However, as previous experience in the computing

discipline indicates, [20] the application of these solution

concepts will lead to a more formal understanding of the

problems and consequently some theoretical work.

9 ) Cummula tive Research

This author has made an effort to derive new ideas from

old experience, a solution to the ninth problem area.

PAPER PROTOTYPE

The purpose of the paper prototype is to provide an

integrated view of the solution concepts. A DSS is realized

by demonstrating potential information flows in an

educational environment. The educational environment was

chosen fcr this example to demonstrate the flexibility of

the model approach based upon the solution concepts. The
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next chapter realizes a DSS by demonstrating potential

information in an agricultural business environment. The

applicability of the solution concepts, in terms of a

flexible system design and a logical model approach, will be

demonstrated by realizing a DSS for two different

environments

.

An educational environment can be represented by a

system of people (faculty members), doing things (teach

classes) to resources (students) to transform them into

products or services (alumni). There are a number of people

and things associated with the educational enterprise. They

are described in more detail through each of the following

data types.

The people of the enterprise can be described by

declaring a type of educat ionmember

.

Type educat ionmember = (administrator,
pro fessor

,

s tudent

,

coach

,

alumnus )

.

There are a number of things that describe the

processes of the enterprise. They can be described by a

type of educationproces s

.

Type educat ionprocess = (schedule,
teach

,

learn

,

recruit
donate )

.

The resources available to the enterprise can be

described by declaring a student type of resource.
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Type student (h ighschoolgred ,

trans fer student,
return ingstudent)

.

The remainder of this chapter presents a virtual DSS

composed of the above abstract data types - administration,

professor, and student.

The first information flow presented in the paper

prototype is used to support decisions relating to the

scheduling process. The scheduling process can be

decomposed into a faculty scheduling process which assigns

instructors to classes and a student scheduling process

which assigns students to classes during an enrollment

period. There is a requirement for three temporary storage

structures to contain data that is shared among a number of

the abstract data types. The following type declaration

describes these storage structures.

Type TSS = (f acultydatabase

,

coursedatabase,
s tudentdatabase)

.

The faculty scheduling process consists of information

flows between the fa cul tydatabase , coursedatabase, and the

administrator educat ionmember type. The administrator would

RECEIVE from the facul tydatabase , an instructor name and the

course the instructor is qualified to teach. The

administrator would then ASSIGN the instructor to the

corresponding course in the coursedatabase. This

information flov/ is presented in Figure 10.

The student scheduling process consists of information

flows between the coursedatabase, the s tuden tda tabase , and
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Figure 10

Faculty Scheduling Process
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the student educat ionmember type. The student would RECEIVE

from the coursed atabase a list that contained a course and

instructor pair. The student would then ENROLL in a course

by sending the student's name back to the courseda tabase and

to the studentdatabase . This information flow is presented

in Figure 11.

The second information flow presented in this prototype

is a result of the scheduling process. The information flow

enables a professor type of educat ionmember to obtain a

class roster. The professor's name and course would be sent

to the studentdatabase. A list of student names enrolled in

the course would be returned to the professor. This

information flow is presented in Figure 12.

The chapter has been organized into three parts. The

first part provided an explanation for each solution

concept. The second part related the solution concepts to

the problem areas. The third part presented a paper

prototype of a DSS model for an educational enterprise. The

model demonstrated several information flows and provided an

integrated view of the solution concepts to realize a

simple, modular, virtual DSS. The next chapter provides the

reasonabil ity of the solution concepts and the model

a pproach

.
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Figure 11

Student Scheduling Process
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Figure 12

Professor Roster Process
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IV. A TEST OF MODEL REASONABILITY

This chapter contains the results of a series of

information exchanges with Mr. Gary Mundhenke, Vice

President of Data Processing, at Farmland Industries of

Kansas City, Missouri. Mr. Mundhenke is the manager for all

computer related services and support provided by Farmland

Industries. It was through Mr. Mundhenke's cooperation that

an evaluation of the problem areas of chapter 2 was obtained

and that a model of potential information flows within

Farmland Industries was realized. Both the problem area

evaluation and the Farmland model demonstrate the

reasonabil ity of the decision support system model.

Farmland Industries is a business enterprise that

provides agriculturally oriented products and services. The

products include pretroleum, fertilizer, agricultural

chemicals, feed, and many other farm supply items. The

services range from publications to data processing.

Information about the products and services is provided

through computerized communication links from two data

processing sites to computerized terminals at local

cooperatives. The data processing sites are located in

Kansas City and Hutchinson. The local cooperatives, who use

the computerized information system, are dispersed across a

16 state area from Illinois to Colorado and from North

Dakota to Texas.
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The data processing sites ere characterized by 2 IEM

computers (models 370-16S and 370-3033 in Kansas City) and 1

computer (model 370-168) in Hutchinson. The system can be

characterized by 3 processing units, 3 printers, and 140

storage devices. There are 35 staff members required to

maintain and support the data processing sites.

PROBLEM AREA EVALUATION

The problem areas of chapter 2 are confirmed by the

results of a four hour interview session with Mr.

Mundhenke. His comments and observations indicate that the

problem areas presented in a previous chapter are

representative of the past and present problem areas of

Farmland Industries. Each problem area will be presented

and followed by Mr. Mundhenke's comments.

1

)

Requirement and Pes ign Mismatch

Mr. Mundhenke's comments indicate that current systems

have helped decision makers solve problems at the operations

level but that systems are needed to help decision makers

solve problems in the strategic planning and unstructured

area as shown in Figure 1.

2

)

Conceptual ize Unstructured Decis ion s

A.n example of this problem area was provided in the

Farmland environment. The first component of decision
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making, i.e., search the environment, was a problem area for

structured decision making as veil as semis tructured or

unstructured decision making. The problem was based upon

the data available within Farmland. The different decision

makers could not anticipate the kinds of data needed or

determine the availability of data, its format, or how to

retrieve the data. Consequently, all decision making was

structured in terms of available data and its format.

2) Varyin g S tyles o_f Decis ion Makers

This problem area was experienced at Farmland. Parts

of the Farmland information system were made obsolete

through recent management changes; through reorganization of

geographic territories; and through changes to the entire

accounting and sales reporting system.

4 ) Impact of Small S cale Computing

Mr. Mundhenke explained that current concerns with this

problem area are based upon the proliferation of computer

processing based typewriters and text processing machines

throughout the organization. The primary need of this

problem area is to provide an overall corporate guideline to

ensure centralized control of data that is captured and used

throughout the organization. This type of guideline will

help apply the small and simple computer based tools to the

complex managerial task.
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5 ) F lexible System Pes jon

The comments from Mr. Mundhenke indicate that

evolutionary and flexible systems are easy in theory but

from a practical and economical point of view, hard to

implement. The problem is created by the need to design,

test, and integrate new system components while maintaining

current processing schedules and requirements.

6 ) I nteractio n of Dec ision Components

This type of problem does exist at Farmland Industries

because the current system can not clearly express some of

the business component interactions. Some attempts are

being made at Farmland to visually express some of the

decision component interactions in a simple and

understandable manner. Co incidentally , some of the solution

concepts of chapter 3 are being applied.

1 ) Physi cally Independent System P es ion

This is a problem area of Farmland Industries in the

sense that user request and response times must be short,

i.e., 1 to 5 seconds. In the view of Farmland Industries,

this response time still requires an efficient system design

based upon physical implementation technology. Mr.

Mundhenke's comments indicate that real time performance

specifications will always require a system to address the

physical implementation environment.
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8

)

Forma l Decis ion Support Theo ry

This problem area was experienced by Farmland

Industries during their recent attempt to analyze the

information needs of their business environment. Farmland

executives looked to external sources for a methodology to

follow in the analysis process. One of only several

available methodologies was chosen to guide Farmland through

the analysis process. The chosen methodology enabled the

information needs of the Farmland environment to be analyzed

from a decision making viewpoint. The results of the

analysis provided processes of the Farmland environment and

the data necessary to support the processes. The key result

of the analysis indicated that data should be managed as an

asset, like cash or personnel. A reorganization of the

information processing components is currently underway at

Farmland to provide the necessary data flow between the

processes .

9

)

Cummula tive Research

Mr. Mundhenke experienced this problem during a recent

management seminar at the Harvard Business School. Only one

case presented and studied during the seminar was concerned

with the impact of the new computer technologies on the

design and use of information sytems.



FARMLAND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM MODEL

This section of chapter 4 provides a DSS model based

upon the data flow between the business processes of

Farmland Industries. Several cf the Farmland processes are

described and the solution concepts of chapter 3 are used to

realize the DSS model.

The awareness and acceptance of the problem areas of

chapter 2 led to a recent business systems planning study at

Farmland: The study team was composed of management members

at the Vice President level. They completed a comprehensive

analysis of Farmland's business activities. The results of

the analysis provided essential business processes and the

types of information necessary to support those processes.

The results are being used to establish an Information

Systems Architecture that will support information flow

among the processes of the business enterprise. It is this

architecture which will be represented in the DSS model.

The Information System Architecture approach used by

Farmland, coincides with the decis ion" centered methodology

proposed by Gerrity.fl] Several benefits of this approach

have been indicated by Farmland. One of the benefits is a

system that represents logical information flows required to

support business processes. This system is defined

independent of any implementation techniques, i.e., manual

or automated procedures are not specified at this point. A

second benefit frcm this approach, is the flexibility of an
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information system to keep pace with the changing business

environment. The logical view of the Information System can

be maintained by the addition, deletion, and/or modification

of business processes and the consequential information

necessary to support any changes. Another benefit of this

approach, is an Information System Architecture based upon

information flows independent of organizational structure.

This type of architecture allows organizational

restructuring while minimizing the risk of obsolescence to

the data processing resources and systems.

The business systems planning study and the Information

Systems Architecture approach used so far by Farmland, has

incorporated the following solution concepts identified in

chapter 3:

abstraction;
user defined data types;
virtual machine;
concurrency; and
data/information flow.

These concepts and the remaining solution concepts will be

used to realize a DSS model that represents potential

information flows within Farmland Industries.

Hierarchical decomposition will be used to decompose

some of the business processes into functional

sub-components. A set of access rules will be provided for

each temporary storage data base so that the information

contained in the data bases can support and be shared among

the Farmland business processes. The pipelining solution

concept will be used to structure the processes and the
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storage data bases to realize a model of known information

flows that were determined as a result of the business

systems planning study.

The first step to realize a DSS is to describe a type

of process that represents the components of the Farmland

enterprise. The following type definition presents a subset

of the process components contained in Appendix 1. This

enables a simplified model to be presented.

Type process (planning,
externalenv ironment

,

products

,

personnel

,

f inancia 1

,

control)

.

Only 2 of the process components - planning, products, and

financial - will be represented in the DSS model.

The next step in realizing the DSS model is tc describe

the storage data bases that contain information to support

the business processes. Again, only several data base types

of Appendix 1 are presented and used in later examples.

Type planningdb = (cor pora tedb,
marketdb,
productdb,
local coopdb)

.

Type externalenv ironmentdb (marketdb,
indus trydb,
forecastdb,
agproducerdb) .

Type productiondb = (inventorydb,
vendordb) .

Only 5 of the storage data bases presented - planningdb,

ex ternalenvironmentdb, productiondb, inventorydb, and
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vendordb - will be represented in the DSS model.

In the previous chapter, each storage space contained a

set of access rules. These access rules maintained the

integrity of the data by coordinating the data flow that is

shared among the business processes through the storage data

bases. The results of the business systems planning study

indicate that some of the processes create data and the

remaining processes use data. A data creating process will

send data to a storage data base. A data using process will

receive data from a storage data base. Each storage data

base of the DSS model will have a SEND and RECEIVE access

rule .

Pipelining is the final solution concept that will be

used to reali7e the DSS model. Structuring the Farmland

processes, in a manner so that data is "piped" among the

process components and the storage data bases, demonstrates

the pipelining solution concept.

Several information flows are presented in the

following figures. Each of the 2 process components are

decomposed into functional sub-components to demonstrate the

Farmland DSS model.

The function of the planning process is to determine

the corporate mission, objectives, and policies based upon

the goods and services that are to be sold or consumed. A

high level description of this process implies that the

process RECEIVES data from the externa lenv ironment data

bases and SENDS the objectives and policies to the planning
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date bases. The following sub-component states describe

this process.

CYCLE
Plan.l) RECEIVE DATA from externalenv ironmentdb;
plan. 2) Transform DATA into Mission, Objectives,

and Policies;
Plan. 3) SEND Mission, Objectives, and Policies

to planningdb;
END.

This data/information flow is presented in Figure 13.

The function of the products process is to obtain

materials and supplies to develop specific goods or

services. According to this function, the products process

would RECEIVE data about materials and supplies from the

vendor data base. The process would then develop goods or

services based upon the materials and supplies and SEND

information about the specific goods or services to the

inventory data base. The following sub-component states

describe this process.

CYCLE
Prod.l) RECEIVE DATA from vendordb;
Prod . 2 ) Develop goods or services;
Prod. 3) SEND INFORMATION to inventorydb;

END.

This data/information flow is presented in Figure 14.

The final date /in format ion flow presented is the

financial process whose function is to manage the allocation

of expenditures to transform resources into goods and

services. Expenditure decisions are based upon data about

the external environment and data about the types of goods

and services currently in production. This data is

contained in their respective data bases. Information from



Figure 13

Data/Information Flow to Support

Planning Decisions
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Figure 14

Data/Information Flow to Support

Products Decisions
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the resulting decisions is sent to the planning data bases.

The following sub-component states describe this process.

CYCLE
Fin.l) RECEIVE DATA from exter nalenv ironmentdb

and product iondb

;

Fin. 2) Determine expenditure types and amounts;
Fin. 3) SEND INFORMATION to planningdb;

END.

This data/information flow is presented in Figure 15.

The data/information flows presented in Figures 13, 14,

and 15, are combined in Figure 1 6 to represent the Farmland

Decision Support System model. Each of the solution

concepts discussed in chapter 3 - abstraction, user defined

data types, hierarchical decomposition, virtual machine,

concurrency, da ta/ information flow, access rules, and

pipelining - have been used to conceptualize, describe,

visualize, and design the Farmland DSS model. Definition

1.3 implies that a DSS uses computers to assist decision

making in semis tructured and unstructured tasks. The 3

process components described in the Farmland DSS model -

planning, products, and financial - represent sem is tructured

and unstructured tasks. The planning process of the DSS

model describes new product planning and R&D planning of

Figure 1. The products process of the DSS model provides

managment control of products as shown in Figure 1.

Expenditure allocations in the financial process of the DSS

model describe budget preparation tasks of Figure 1. All of

the process components represented in the DSS have the

potential to assist decision making in sem is tructured or

unstructured tasks .



Figure 15

Data/Information Flow to Support

Financial Decisions



Figure 16

Farmland Decision Support System Model
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A DSS, as implied in Definition 1.3, should support

decision making rather than replace it. The types of

information derived from the process components of the DSS

model - mission, objectives, policies, inventory

information, and product information - all support decision

making rather than replace decision making.

The final part of the DSS definition implies that the

effectiveness of decision making should be improved. Any

improvements to the effectiveness of decision making that

the DSS model provides can only be determined through a real

time physical implementation.

The Farmland DSS model can satisfy two parts of the DSS

definition. The third part cannot be satisfied from a paper

prototype

.

This chapter has been organized into two parts. The

first part confirmed the problem areas of chapter 2. The

concluding part presented a DSS model that incorporated the

solution concepts of chapter 3. The information flows

represented in the model have the potential to aid

semistructured and unstructured decision making within the

business processes of Farmland Industries. The confirmed

problem areas and the Information System Architecture

approach of Farmland Industries, which can be supported by

the decision support system model, all demonstrate the

reasonabil ity of the decision support system model.
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v. conclusion;

The goal of this thesis was to demonstrate the

aprlicablity of r.ew computer technologies to management

information systems. Motivation for the work was twofold.

Preliminary research indicated current information systems

were not responding to the changing needs of decision makers

and that the majority of information systems were based upon

older computer technologies.

The beginning point was to determine the current state

of the information system discipline. A literature search

was conducted and a series of developments over the last ten

years was presented. These developments indicated that

information systems were being developed to support

structured decision making and that problem areas existed in

conceptualizing, designing, and using information systems to

support unstructured decision making.

A similarity of problem areas between the information

system discipline and the computing discipline was noted.

Solution concepts of the computing discipline were

explained. The solution concepts were applied to the

problem areas of the information system discipline. A paper

prototype model was developed to incorporate the solution

concepts: The model demonstrated information flows

necessary to support potential decisions within an

educational enterprise. The application of the computing

discipline solution concepts to the information system

discipline problem areas has provided a mechanism to
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conceptual

i

ze , design, and use information systems to

support unstructured decision making.

The reasonability of the solution concepts and the

model approach was provided by the application of the model

to the environment of Farmland Industries of Kansas City,

Missouri

.

The nev computer technologies have not been physically

applied to a management information system model. However

the logical concepts associated with the nev.- computer

technologies have been used as solution concepts to realize

two decision support system models: The first system was

used to explain the concepts and the second system was used

to demonstrate reasonability. The model approach and the

logical concepts have demonstrated the applicability of new

computer technologies to management information systems

through a decision support system model. Final comments

from Mr. Mundhenke indicate that the job before us is to

make complex representations simple. The application of the

solution concepts help provide a simplier representation.

As a result of the work accomplished in this thesis,

several further study areas and MBA thesis topics are

suggested below:

1) conduct a survey of MIS/DSS users to determine

specific system functions, features, and

implementation technology;
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2) continue the description and development of a

meta language to incorporate these and other

solution concepts to be used for MIS/DSS

des ign models ;

3) develop a data model that describes data and

its attributes in the context of a business

env ironnent

;

4) determine a methodology to be followed to

build MIS/DSS sub-components and prototypes;

5) define the translation process for the

concepts described in the meta language to an

actual implementation;

6) conceptualize, design, and implement some

MIS/DSS prototypes;

1) enhance the decision support literature

through publication of results from all of the

above studv areas.
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The purpose of this thesis was to recognire problem

areas and provide solution concepts to the information

system discipline. Previous computing discipline

constraints required an information system to be designed

based upon a machine-centered or a data-centered approach.

However recent developments in the computing discipline are

relaxing the constraints so that an information system can

be designed based upon a decision-centered approach.

The technical developments of the computing discipline

were applied as solution concepts to the problem areas of

the information system discipline. A decision support

system model was realized to demonstrate the solution

concepts. The rea sonab il ity of the model was demonstrated

through its applicability to Farmland Industries of Kansas

City, Missouri.


